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Chapter 7
Into the South Atlantic

NOT ALL OF Achilles' complement sought their entertainment within Valparaiso's nightspots;
many officers and men received generous hospitality from British organisations and, unofficially,
from Chile's Navy. The Port Captain told Captain Parry that enquiries made because of his fear
of trouble between Achilles' and German crews had elicited nothing but praise for the behaviour
of our libertymen. As a further gesture of goodwill, a Chilean destroyer arrived with Orduna,
having escorted her inside territorial waters throughout the 900 miles from Iqueque.

But it was now time for us to go; all the gremlins were gone, and everybody had enjoyed his time
ashore. On our way back aboard with Pusser Hill, Bob Harvey, and some of the seaman gunners,
it transpired that they were told by local associates that a U-boat was lying outside, waiting for
Achilles when she left harbour. This warning had also been voiced by the Belgian mamma at the
Monte Carlo Hotel, so that an air of unease showed among those not suffering from fat heads
and sour livers.

On top of all, Friday the 13th is never a favourite day for sailing from harbour, but international
law made no allowances for nautical superstitions, even when Achilles showed her reluctance to
go by fouling her anchor shank with her heavy cable, causing an hour and a halfs delay. Who
knows? This delay may have saved us from a pile of problems supposing a U-boat commandant
had indeed been out there scratching his head in bewilderment at our non-appearance; and it's
possible that more was known by Captain Parry than we suspected at the time.

We left harbour with four boilers flashed and everyone at action stations, zigzagging at high
speed until Valparaiso lay many miles astern. Skip then told us that Admiral Scheer was
operating in the South Atlantic and we were to take part in the search for her after oiling at the
Falklands. Right now we were to rendezvous with Orangeleaf at daybreak for stores and oil.

This information had come to Captain Parry several days previously by cypher message
subsequent to revised Admiralty instructions to C-in-C South Atlantic after Clement's sinking. In
part, Admiralty outlined new policies for dealing with German raiders on trade routes; indicated
that a raider off Brazil might be a pocket battleship or a Hipper-class cruiser; and detailed in
Item 4 the hunting groups as follows:

FORCE COMPOSITION 6" cruisers unless indicated AREA
F Berwick, York N AmericaW Indies
G Cumberland, Exeter East Coast S America
H Sussex, Shropshire Cape of Good Hope
I Cornwall, Dorsetshire Eagle (aircraft carrier) Ceylon
K Renown (battlecruiser) Ark Royal (aircraft carrier),

One 6" cruiser
to be detailed by C-in-C South Atlantic Pernambuco,
Freetown

L Dunkerque (Fr. battleship), Bearn (Fr. aircraft carrier)
Three 6" cruisers Brest (NW France)

M Two 8" cruisers Dakar
N Strasbourg. (Fr. battleship), Hermes (Br. aircraft carrier) West Indies

After sinking Clement off Pernambuco on 30 September Langsdorff crossed the South Atlantic
at about the same latitude and captured the British tramp Newton Beech several hundred miles
east of Ascension Island in position 09' 24' S, 06' 26' W, taking her captain aboard and placing
her under armed guard to follow Graf Spee until next day, 6 October, when he found her
maximum 9 knots too slow and sank her.
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On 7 October Graf Spee sank the British 4300-ton freighter Ashlea in the same general area,
made an anticlockwise circuitous sweep west and south to the centre of the triangle formed by
Trinidad, St Helena, and Ascension, where on 10 October the pocket battleship sank another
Britisher, the 8300-ton Huntsman, thence traversing all over mid-South Atlantic seas for 12 more
days before locating and sinking another 5300-ton freighter, Trevanion, only 100 or so miles
southeast of St Helena on 22 October.

Almost a week later, on the 28th Graf Spee rendezvoused with Altmark, refuelled and stored,
transferred prisoners and, at the suggestion of Admiral Raeder, shaped a course for the Indian
Ocean as a diversionary tactic.

German ships at sea met with crew problems similar to those found in British warships, and
Commander F. W. Rasenack's diary for 30 October read:

The weather at present is exceptionally beautiful for these latitudes. The sea is calm, and bright
sunshine gives an agreeable temperature. Life in a sanatorium could not be more pleasant than
our daily physical exercises ... we are much fitter and there are no more sick. After practice for
action, we go aft where Captain Langsdorff informs us there are 100 Iron Crosses for the crew
because of our successes, but they should be for every man aboard. So a few only will wear the
cross for those who do not receive it. We are also told the ship will endeavour to return home in
January. It is of great value that the Captain should make these talks from time to time.
Questions are thus answered beforehand and speculation avoided ... In the evening our cinema
shows Ninon, a Louis XIV period theme with little moral but much love.

And back on Chile's Pacific coast, after leaving Valparaiso at high speed, Achilles cruised north
in easy seas with everybody on deck heavily clothed against the cold, until daybreak on 14
October when lookouts reported Orangeleafs expected mastheads and upperworks. After rigging
our oil pipes we found that the offshore swell made refuelling at sea impracticable, so Skip
signalled his intention to wait until dark, when both ships would go inside neutral waters to find a
convenient bay, this bit of detective work being handed over to Navi.

In the meantime Orangeleaf became the target for a full-calibre throw-off shoot to rid our main
armament of cobwebs. Late that evening Achilles crept furtively into Tongoy Bay without a light
burning, and all hands talking in whispers while we anchored so quietly that they almost let the
cable out hand over hand. Orangeleafs dark mass sidled alongside with dramatic stealth and,

right through the night, watch after watch
worked in silence, humping bags of flour,
bags of sugar, cases of butter, rice, tea, the
lot - and what a mess in our darkened flats
from split bags! While 60 tons of stores
came aboard, pumps silently fed 1300 tons
of fuel into our tanks, and the Blue
speedboat idled about the entrance with
depth-charges ready for instant release,
coxswain's hand alert for full throttle in case
of inquisitive submarines.

Lookouts relieved hourly to prevent mental
fatigue, and bridge-staff walked about
almost on tiptoe. Yeoman Jack Robertshaw
doused the pea-lamp in his upper-bridge
signal desk and was about to talk to Navi
when - BAANG! - and the whole watch leapt
about four feet off the deck to someone's
loud cry of 'What the bloody hell was that?
Then, sudden realisation as a burst- of
steam shot beyond our for'ard masthead
from a boiler-pressure vent high on the
funnel.

HMS Royal Oak

No need now for secrecy, as the blowoff
must have been heard for miles. Within 15
minutes a motorboat came puttering round
the southern headland, evidently looking for
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the culprit. Jack Robertshaw peered through his nightglasses to make out a Chilean policeman
and his coxswain, who closed sufficiently to see both darkened ships before swinging their tiller
and going full speed back the way they'd come.
Our anchor rattled hastily inboard without attempt at further silence as Achilles picked up speed
to be well clear of land before dawn, now steering, South and leaving Orangeleaf to carry on as
detailed by Cin-C. According to crew-members on the Fleet Auxiliary, they'd received poor
treatment from American Navy authorities at Panama, having been refused stores, four bags of
mail for Achilles, and even water; and from the night's BBC news we heard of the loss of 810
men when Britain's old battleship Royal Oak went down in Scapa Flow, presumably torpedoed
while lying at anchor on Friday the 13th, the day we had left Valparaiso.

So south at 18 knots in progressively colder choppy seas on Sunday and Monday; puzzling in the
First Watch over a strange phenomenon which glowed like a fire on the seaward horizon, rising
in a column of differing-coloured lights which then disappeared. Many minutes later we were
given a repeat performance, but this time not so vivid; and then our stokers scared the pants off
us just before midnight when a boiler valve blew-off again, convincing many that we'd opened
fire at Deutschland or Scheer, and causing sighs of relief when we realised what had happened.

Just after dawn on the 17th we heeled while turning to port, broke some crockery, and then
entered Ancud Gulf to cruise at 20 knots through deep clear water, the beautiful scenery
reminding us of our South Island Sounds. From 1030 to 1230 we lay at anchor close inshore off
Puerto Monte, a German-influenced scruffy little sheep-district seaport lying below 12,000-foot
Tronador volcano's sun-glistened snow. The British Resident said a U-boat had refuelled and
stored here three days earlier, and this information kept all lookouts busy for the next eight
hours' run down between Chiloe Island and the Chilean coast, scanning a glassy sea for the tip
of a telltale periscope.

We made open sea at nightfall, ran into rough weather and bad visibility which almost put the
ship aground before we entered San Quintin Sound, where Admiral Graf Spee had coaled his
squadron in November 1914. Finding the sound deserted, Captain Parry brought us out through
San Esteban Gulf, back into deep troughs which rolled our port and starboard waists under
alternately while both topmasts; carved across sullen low cloud, right through to 1130 Thursday,
when Nature pulled her curtains aside, revealing a light sunlit snowfall through which a big
Norwegian tanker surged with seas breaking over her forecleck, backdropped by high glistening
white mountains parted at the entrance to Magellan Straits.

The sun came up with our anchor at 0430 on the 20th and we were on our way again, past a rust
streaked Chilean tramp, through Froward keach, most southern point of the straits at 53' 56' S,
and helming to port for an 180-mile run up Brunswick Peninsula with Tierra del Fuego to
starboard. By mid-forenoon Achilles was riding at anchor off Punta Arenas, southernmost city in
the world. Through our glasses it appeared to be neatly surveyed into straight-roaded blocks of
red-roofed buildings nestling beneath snow-covered hills. The only readable signs were
displayed in English, but they would need to be hardy Englishmen to live in this bitterly cold
climate. We had no shore leave and, after two hours at anchor, negotiated the remaining 150
miles of Magellan Straits, gradually seeing the Andes fall to westward below rolling country, and
butting out into a South Atlantic storm off Cabo des Virgens, Cape of the Virgins - and no
wonder, it would be too damned cold to undress.

By 1030 all hands off duty were piped down in the 'worst bollicking we've had yet' according to
one linguist, seas carrying away ladders, smashing the lower boom, and driving everyone into his
hammock for stability and warmth. Lookouts in the sub-zero temperatures peered through spray-
lashed glasses, looking for the Falkland Islands. Achilles crashed through mountainous combers,
shuddering up out of creaming troughs to be pounded down again, foc's'le smothered by seas
tearing at B gun-deck. Even in Port William, where we anchored at 2000, our anchors dragged in
the 70-knot hurricane, and Captain Parry stood out to sea once more for safety.

But by daybreak on 22 October the storm relented, allowing us to go back in across Port William
in bright sunshine, to an inner harbour anchorage off Port Stanley, a rather attractive neatly-laid-
out settlement of Scottish-styled cottages for its 2000 inhabitants, who seemingly managed
their strong English beer more competently than did our Red and White Watches ashore until
2300.

Captain Parry asked Falkland Island's Governor to have the cinema and pubs opened for the
lads but, because of local opinion, only the pubs were opened: 'Pictures on the Sabbath?
Heathenish!' So, a walk around sunbathed roads to buy postcards and souvenirs, in between
monster plates of eggs and thick bacon at oldfashioned cafe and then, with little else to do,
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entering one after another of Port Stanley's four small barn-looking pubs to order pints of dark
brown frothy ale. Talk became merrier, voices louder, patronage denser, and the atmosphere
foggier as night drew on. Fights broke out on the way aboard, and an ERA, who spent the night in
cells, protested vehemently that he was a Chief Petty Officer Engine-Room Artificer from three
generations of ERA's ... 'And yuh cahhn't puh-puh-put me in thoshe cells!' They did.

Meanwhile, Blue Watch took 835 tons of fuel from a lighter, and as many tons of fresh greens,
eggs, and meat as our Paymaster could wheedle from base stores.

Next CHAPTER 8 HIDE AND SEEK


